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Abstract: This review will address the categories of shock and aims to give recommendations for the management 

during the early phase of shock of patients hospitalised in the ICU. The focus is on the management of 

hypovolemic shock. This review was performed computerized search throughout electronic databases of PubMed, 

Web of Science and CENTRAL for all articles concerned with hypovolemic shock management in ER was 

performed our search in August 2018. Intravenous fluids (IVF) are regularly utilized to recover intravascular 

volume in individuals with distributive as well as hypovolemic shock. Although the advantages of the suitable 

utilization of fluids in intensive care units (ICUs) as well as medical facilities are well defined, there is expanding 

knowledge pertaining to the possible threats of volume overload as well as its impact on organ failing and 

mortality. To prevent volume overload as well as its connected issues, strategies to recognize fluid responsiveness 

are created as well as made use of regularly amongst ICU patients. Besides the quantity of fluid made use of for 

resuscitation, the sort of liquid utilized likewise impacts patient outcome. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

Shock is a state of impaired tissue oxygenation and also perfusion that can be brought on by reduced oxygen delivery, 

poor tissue perfusion, or impaired oxygen application. Life-threatening declines in blood pressure frequently are 

connected with a state of shock, a condition in which tissue perfusion is not efficient in sustaining aerobic metabolic rate. 

Shock can be created by decreases in cardiac outcome (cardiogenic), by sepsis (distributive), or by declines in 

intravascular volume (hypovolemic). The latter may be caused by dehydration from vomiting or diarrhea, by serious 

environmental liquid losses, or by quick and also substantial loss of blood. A much less usual type of shock (cytopathic) 

could occur when the mitochondria are unable to create the power needed to maintain mobile function [1]. 

Representatives that interfere with oxidative phosphorylation, such as cyanide, carbon monoxide gas and rotenone, could 

create this kind of shock. 

Hemorrhage is a medical emergency situation that is frequently experienced by medical professionals in emergency 

rooms, operating areas, and critical care unit. Substantial loss of intravascular quantity might lead sequentially to 

hemodynamic instability, lowered tissue perfusion, cellular hypoxia, organ damage, and fatality [1] 

Shock in cardio-surgical intensive care unit (ICU) patients is a significant problem with a high morbidity and mortality 

[2], [3]. Trigger recognition of the underlying problems and also correct management of the deadly physiological 

degenerations are critical to conserve the patient's life. Hypotension is a sign of shock and also an indicator of innovative 

derangement, calling for immediate evaluation as well as management. For example, in hemorrhagic shock, hypotension 

is absent until above 30% of blood volume has actually been shed. Although hypotension and  shock are not synonymous, 

the goals of therapy coincide: to recover the body's oxygen balance and right hypoperfusion [3]. 

This review will address the categories of shock and aims to give recommendations for the management during the early 

phase of shock of patients hospitalized in the ICU. The focus is on the management of hypovolemic shock. 

2.   METHODOLOGY 

This review was performed computerized search throughout electronic databases of PubMed, Web of Science and 

CENTRAL for all articles concerned with hypovolemic shock management in ER was performed our search in August 

2018. We restricted our search to only English published studies with human subject. 
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3.   DISCUSSION 

 Definition of Shock 

Shock is defined by the presence of international tissue hypoperfusion and indications of body organ dysfunction resulting 

from extreme cardiovascular compromise. Usual professional, haemodynamic and laboratory criteria indicative of shock 

are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Parameters Indicative of Shock [2], [3]. 

Cardiovascular organ compromise with signs of tissue hypoperfusion and signs of organ dysfunction 

• CI < 2.2l /min/ • Cold, clammy, mottled skin • Encephalopathy: lethargy, confusion 

• SBP < 95 mmHg or MAP < 65 mmHg • ScvO2 < 65 %; SmvO2 < 60 % • Urine output < 0.5 ml/kg/h 

 • Lactate ≥ 2.2 mmol/l • Liver dysfunction 

CI = cardiac index; MAP = mean arterial pressure; SBP = systolic blood pressure, SmvO2 = mixed venous oxygen 

saturation; ScvO2 = central venous oxygen saturation 

Four specific shock types can be differentiated [3]: 

 Cardiogenic shock: Circulatory collapse due to pump failing of the heart (e.g. myocardial infarction, fulminant 

myocarditis). 

 Hypovolemic shock: Inadequate cardiac preload due to fluid loss (e.g. postoperative haemorrhage, gastrointestinal 

blood loss, hypovolemia as a result of too much use of diuretics). 

 Distributive shock: Inadequate cardiac preload because of vasodilatation as well as vascular leakage (e.g. 

postoperative SIRS, sepsis, anaphylactic response). 

 Obstructive shock: Inadequate cardiac preload because of blocked venous return (e.g. pericardial tamponade, tension 

pneumothorax, abdominal area) or obstruction of arterial blood flow (e.g. lung blood clot). 

 

Figure 1: Diagnosing and treating various forms of hypotension [23-27]. 

CO: cardiac output; IABP: intra-aortic balloon pump; JVD: jugular vein distension; LV: left ventricular; MI: myocardial 

infarction; PE: pulmonary embolism; PTX: pneumothorax; RV: right ventricular; SVR: systemic vascular resistance; TX: 

therapeutics 
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 Rationale for an Early Management of Shock 

Shock in patients undertaking cardiac surgical treatment takes place often with multiple potential reasons [3],[2]. Figure 2 

shows the communications between surgical treatment, infection, the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), 

shock and also several organ failing. The time between shock start and shock resolution is one element that specifies the 

level of body organ disorder and the risk of fatality, as extended shock creates inflammation and permanent tissue 

damages [5]. Therefore, early recognition of patients with shock and prompt therapy are critical for the outcome of such 

patients. The idea of ambitious resuscitation was pioneered by Shoemaker et al in high-risk surgical patients [6]. Rivers et 

al published in 2001 that early goal-directed treatment (EGDT) considerably reduced death in patients with septic shock 

[7] Kumar et al showed that very early management of suitable antibiotics in septic patients with hypotension saved lives 

in a time-dependent fashion [8]. Appropriately, standards were published for the preliminary management of patients with 

blood poisoning and septic shock [4].A number of researches have actually demonstrated a survival advantage for patients 

if such guidelines were implemented in professional method [9-11].The concept of EGDT was expanded to the scientific 

circumstances of acute cardiac arrest [12] and cardiac arrest after cardiac surgical treatment [13]. 

 

Figure 2: Mechanisms of Shock [2-5]. Patients after cardiac surgery can suffer from low cardiac preload (e.g. bleeding or 

tamponade) or pump failure (e.g. myocardial stunning, infarction or mechanical complication), which can lead to 

hypovolemic, obstructive and/or cardiogenic shock. In addition, damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) from 

injured tissue and pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) in case of an infection activate the inflammatory 

cascade. If untreated, this condition deteriorates into a vicious cycle, resulting in distributive shock, multiple organ failure 

(MOF) and death. 

Greater than 10 years later on three large multi-centre trials re-evaluated the results of River's site study: ARISE, 

ProCESS as well as ProMise [14-16].In these trials EGDT was not superior to typical- care in- patients with early septic 

shock [17].This might be discussed by the reality that the included patients were less ill compared to in the initial study. 

Second, the typical care teams could have taken advantage of very early recognition and therapy of septic shock that have 

become the criterion of care over the past decade. Third, continuous dimension of central venous saturation is not required 

to guide therapy of pathophysiological wear and tears. Nevertheless, when shock does not deal with immediately with 

basic treatment, echocardiography and also intrusive haemodynamic tracking come to be required to unravel the complex 

underlying systems and also to pick further treatment. These principles can be applied for all kinds of shock, as the 

underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms (tissue damages, launch of damage-associated molecules, swelling, organ 

disorder) are comparable in various shock states. 

 Hypovolemic Shock Management 

Shock in the trauma patient is considered hypovolemic until confirmed or else. The scientific discussion of the patient in 

hemorrhagic shock changes as the condition advances. For the patient with less than 15% blood loss (around 750 mL), 

there will be little proof of shock. As blood loss raises from 15% to 30%, the patient creates tachycardia, tachypnea, and 
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also stress and anxiety. It is not until 30% of blood is shed that hypotension establishes. Now, stress and anxiety has 

actually proceeded to confusion. In the final stage of shock, more than 40% of blood volume can been lost and this 

condition is life threatening [18].This advancement of hypotension is much more concerning in a young, formerly healthy 

patient due to the fact that he or she can typically make up until the point of hemodynamic collapse. When the reason for 

blood loss is not externally noticeable, one have to think about 4 primary sites of enormous interior bleeding: (1) long 

bone breaks (a femur fracture could bleed 2 to 3 devices of blood right into the thigh), (2) pleural dental caries (each 

cavity could hold 2 to 3 L of liquid), (3) abdominopelvic cavity, and also (4) the retroperitoneal room [22].If bleeding is 

not the source of the hypovolemia, gastrointestinal loss, urinary loss, third spacing of fluid, as well as dehydration needs 

to be taken into consideration. The therapy for hypovolemic shock is to stop the volume loss and also replace the liquid 

that has actually been shed. If it is hemorrhagic shock, hemostasis must be achieved, which may require short-term 

options such as a tourniquet or pelvic addiction, but medical intervention could be necessary. Extra hemostatic 

representatives are offered, many generally Quikclot powder and also dressings (Z-Medica Corporation, Wallingford, CT) 

that use the inert mineral kaolin to clot blood [19].Other creating treatments include recombinant factor VII, tranexamic 

acid, and red blood cell substitutes, but the duties of these representatives are not clear at this time. The 2010 European 

standards, nevertheless, make weak recommendations to consider recombinant triggered coagulation factor VII if major 

bleeding in blunt injury persists despite standard efforts to regulate bleeding and best-practice use blood elements which 

antifibrinolytic agents be taken into consideration in the blood loss injury patient [20]. If hemorrhage is not the cause, 

various other sources of volume loss or underlying disease procedures need to be controlled. Liquid substitute should 

appear like liquid lost. For greatly hemorrhaging patients, blood items have to be supplied. High fresh frozen plasma to 

packed red cell and high platelet to packed red cell proportions have actually demonstrated enhanced survival 

[21].Accurate optimal proportions have not been well specified, however it appears that proportions above 1:2 are helpful 

[21].As reviewed above in the basic concepts section, optimum resuscitation algorithms do not exist and also 

gastrointestinal loss is difficult to quantify. As a result, resuscitating to an objective of normalizing lactate or base 

shortage remains a reasonable alternative. 

Fluid management: 

Two main kinds of resuscitation fluid exist for critically sick patients: colloids and also crystalloids. Patient-specific 

elements, geographic and institutional preferences, price as well as access each act as determinants of the kind of liquid 

picked for a provided situation. In 2010, an international point-prevalence survey in 391 ICUs located that 48% of 

reanimation episodes were treated with colloids, one more 33% with crystalloids, and also the continuing to be with blood 

items. After adjustment for patient and prescriber attributes, local variants dramatically influenced fluid choice. Within the 

colloid-based treatment programs, although starches were the most typically made use of total, particularly in Canada, 

Western European countries, as well as New Zealand, there was a marked international irregularity, with albumin being 

the major agent in the United States and gelatin in Hong Kong [28].Significantly, this epidemiologic work predates most 

of the substantial high-quality medical trials recently released on the subject. Future analyses could identify a shift in 

suggesting habits based upon these findings. 

Colloids: 

Colloids contain a class of high-molecular-weight compounds put on hold in a provider vehicle that, under typical 

physiologic problems, continue to be in the intravascular area, provide oncotic pressure, and give plasma expansion 

[29].Albumin and starches are the most generally utilized colloids in practice due to their duration of action and 

tolerability, but gelatins and dextrans also continue to be available [34] In each of these cases, the oncotic slope is 

believed to attract interstitial fluid into the intravascular space, therein enhancing the efficiency of quantity development 

relative to a similar amount of crystalloid. Yet regardless of this academic benefit, randomized controlled trials of all-

comers with crucial ailment needing resuscitation have failed to demonstrate excellence of colloids over crystalloids. 

Additionally, the magnitude of the volume-sparing possibility of colloids is much more restricted than originally 

hypothesized, with a proportion of approximately 1 liter of colloid to at most 1.5 liters of crystalloid in high-quality 

scientific tests [30-32]. 

Human albumin, a natural colloid, is one of the most commonly researched of these representatives for the resuscitation of 

critically unwell patients. Albumin is manufactured endogenously by the liver and is responsible for approximately 80% 

of intravascular colloid oncotic pressure. In addition to the capacity for an oncotic slope favoring plasma expansion, lab 

and preclinical versions have actually discovered that endogenous albumin exhibits antioxidant results, feeds on free 
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radicals, acts as a critical transport protein for several molecules and also drugs, and also might modulate inflammatory 

reaction [33].It is unclear whether the management of exogenous commercially available iso-oncotic (4-5%) or hyper-

oncotic (20-25%) albumin preparations comparably influences these non-colligative processes and also whether this 

converts into improvements in clinical results. Furthermore, as this is an item derived from pooled human plasma, it is a 

limited source and also is related to substantial expenditure as compared to other colloids as well as crystalloids. 

Crystalloids: 

Making use of salt-based liquid resuscitation in critically ill patients dates back to the cholera pandemic of the early 19th 

century. In the critical work released in this field in 1832, Dr. Robert Lewins [35] described the effective resuscitation of 

six cholera patients with a NaCl- and salt bicarbonate-based remedy. In the two centuries that followed this letter, writers 

released several reports which identified the relative successes connected with making use of various salt-based services 

for resuscitation [36].These standard resuscitation solutions just limitedly resemble what we currently refer to as 'normal 

saline', or 0.9% NaCl. This designation as 'normal' is an obvious misnomer because the option of 154 mmol/l of sodium 

and also 154 mmol/l of chloride is in no other way similar to the complex composition of the extracellular fluid. Its 

supraphysiologic chloride concentration (regular worth 97-107 mmol/l), low pH, and also absence of other necessary 

extracellular ions consisting of potassium, bicarbonate, calcium, magnesium, and phosphorous elicit a differential 

physiologic impact when compared with resuscitation with even more 'balanced' salt services, such as lactated Ringer's or 

Plasma-Lyte (table 2) [36,37]. 

Although the scientific debate regarding isotonic crystalloids is in its early stage, several physiologic systems discuss the 

potentially harmful repercussions of the routine use of out of balance, chloride-rich crystalloids in the critically ill. Excess 

exogenous chloride administration has been shown to induce renal artery vasoconstriction, AKI, hyperchloremic 

metabolic acidosis, gastrointestinal disorder, and the secretion of inflammatory cytokines [37,38,39].A frequently cited 

worry about making use of balanced salt options is the risk for hyperkalemia [40]; nonetheless, relative proof has mostly 

invalidated this uncertainty and also showed that the metabolic acidosis which occurs after large-volume 0.9% NaCl 

administration may rather set off extracellular potassium shifts and also ensuing hyperkalemia [41]. 

Table 2: Composition of different fluids in comparison with plasma 

 Plasma  0.9% NaCl Lactated Ringer's Plasma-Lyte 148a Albumin 5% 

Sodium, mmol/1 140 154 131 140 130–160 

Potassium, mmol/l 5 – 5.4 5 ≤2 

Chloride, mmol/l 100 154 111 98 – 

Calcium, mmol/l 2.2 – 2 – – 

Magnesium, mmol/l 1 – 1 1.5 – 

Bicarbonate, mmol/l 24 – – – –
b
 

Lactate, mmol/l 1 – 29 – – 

Acetate, mmol/l – – – 27 – 

Gluconate, mmol/l – – – 23 – 

pH 7.4 5.4 6.5 5.5 7.4 

[Na
+
]:[Cl

−
] ratio 1.4:1 1:1 1.18:1 1.43:1 – 

Cl = Chloride; Na = sodium. 

a
Plasma-Lyte A has the same composition with the exception of a pH of 7.4. 

b
Buffering salt differs according to manufacturer, but may include sodium bicarbonate or sodium chloride. 

4.   CONCLUSION 

Intravenous fluids (IVF) are regularly utilized to recover intravascular volume in individuals with distributive and 

hypovolemic shock. Although the advantages of the suitable utilization of fluids in intensive care units (ICUs) and 

medical facilities are well defined, there is expanding knowledge pertaining to the possible threats of volume overload and 

its impact on organ failing and mortality. To prevent volume overload and its connected issues, strategies to recognize 
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fluid responsiveness are created and made use of regularly amongst ICU patients. Besides the quantity of fluid made use 

of for resuscitation, the sort of liquid utilized likewise impacts patient outcome. Colloids and crystalloids are two types of 

fluids that are utilized for resuscitation. The efficiency of each fluid kind on the extension of intravascular volume on one 

hand and the possible unfavorable effects of each private fluid, on the other hand, need to be considered when selecting 

the type of fluid for resuscitation. The adverse impact of hydroxyethyl starch on kidney function, of albumin on the death 

of head injury patients and chloride-rich crystalloids on death and kidney function, are only instances of new 

developments in the field. 

Fluid management in seriously ill patients has actually come under the limelight recently. The quantity and structure of 

fluids made use of in the ICU can directly influence results of patients. For that reason, it is a clinical crucial to treat 

liquids with the very same examination as various other drugs, i.e. to understand their restorative and toxic windows to 

reach the optimal dose, and when deciding the sort of fluid to think about the adverse effects account of each liquid and to 

select them based on their risks as well as benefits. 
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